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An analyti approa h to the theory of opti al defe t modes in hiral liquid rystals (CLCs) is developed. The
analyti study is fa ilitated by the hoi e of the problem parameters. Spe i ally, an isotropi layer (with the
diele tri sus eptibility equal to the average CLC diele tri sus eptibility) sandwi hed between two CLC layers is
studied. The hosen model allows eliminating the polarization mixing and redu ing the orresponding equations
to the equations for light of dira ting polarization only. The dispersion equation relating the defe t mode (DM)
frequen y to the isotropi layer thi kness and an analyti expression for the eld distribution in the DM stru ture
are obtained and the orresponding dependen es are plotted for some values of the DM stru ture parameters.
Analyti expressions for the transmission and ree tion oe ients of the DM stru ture (CLCdefe t layerCLC)
are presented and analyzed for nonabsorbing, absorbing, and amplifying CLCs. The anomalously strong light
absorption ee t at the DM frequen y is revealed. The limit ase of innitely thi k CLC layers is onsidered in
detail. It is shown that for distributed feedba k lasing in a defe t stru ture, adjusting the lasing frequen y to the
DM frequen y results in a signi ant de rease in the lasing threshold. The DM dispersion equations are solved
numeri ally for typi al values of the relevant parameters. Our approa h helps larify the physi s of the opti al
DMs in CLCs and ompletely agrees with the orresponding results of the previous numeri al investigations.
1. INTRODUCTION

onsists in the polarization properties.
CLC is asso iated with a

Re ently, there was a very intense a tivity in the
eld of lo alized opti al modes, in parti ular, defe t
modes (DMs) in

hiral liquid

rystals (CLCs), mainly

due to the prospe ts of rea hing a low lasing threshold
for mirrorless distributed feedba k lasing [14℄, using
the DMs as narrow-band lters [

5; 6℄, and enhan ing

the nonlinear opti al high-harmoni
CLCs.
neti

generation [7℄ in

The DMs existing as a lo alized ele tromag-

eigenstate with its frequen y in the forbidden

band gap for the stru ture defe t were initially investigated in three-dimensional periodi
tures [5℄. The

diele tri

stru -

orresponding DMs in CLCs and, more

generally, in spiral media are very similar to the DMs
in one-dimensional s alar periodi

stru tures. They re-

veal anomalous ree tion and transmission inside the
forbidden band gap [

1; 2℄ and allow distributed feed-

ba k lasing at a low lasing threshold [3℄. The qualitative dieren e from the

ase of s alar periodi

ele tromagneti

eld eigenstate whose

hirality sense

oin ides with the one of the CLC helix.
two main types of defe ts in

hiral liquid

There are

rystals stud-

ied up to now. One of them is a planar layer of some
substan e diering from a CLC that divides a perfe t
holesteri

stru ture into two parts and is perpendi u-

lar to the heli al axes of the

holesteri

The other one is a jump of the

stru ture [1℄.

holesteri

helix phase

at some plane perpendi ular to the heli al axes (without insertion of any substan e at the lo ation of this
plane) [2℄. Re ently, numerous new types of defe t layers were studied [814℄, for example, a CLC layer with
the pit h diering from the pit h of two layers sandwi hing the defe t layer [8℄.

It is evident that there

are many versions of the diele tri

properties of the de-

fe t layer, but we restri t outself in what follows to the
above two main types of defe ts in CLCs.

media

Almost all studies of DMs in
di
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The DM in a

ir ular polarization of the

media were performed by means of numeri al ana-

lysis, with the ex eptions in [
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hiral and s alar perio-

15; 16℄, where the known
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expression for eigenmodes propagating

along the helix axes [

17; 18℄ were used for a general

where

"(z ) =

study of the DM asso iated with a jump of the helix phase.

The approa h used in [

15; 16℄ seems to be

0

very fruitful be ause it allows easily understanding the

=B


DM physi s, and therefore deserves further implementation in the study of DMs and, in parti ular, in spe i
ases oering essential simpli ation of the general rela-

[1+Æ os( z)℄
"0 Æ sin( z )
0

tions for the DMs. In general, the heli al media are the

is the diele tri

unique periodi

in the expression for

alyti

stru tures admitting a simple exa t an-

solution of the Maxwell equations; naturally, this

advantage of the heli al media
riodi

media has to be

spe i

ompared to other pe-

ompletely exploited in solving

boundary value problems related to the DMs.

In this paper, an analyti

solution of the DM asso i-

ated with an insertion of an isotropi
holesteri

simplifying the problem are

[1

Æ

0

1
C
A

(2)

"?

tensor of the CLC [1721℄ (two signs

"(z )

orrespond to the right

hiralities), "0 = ("k + "? )=2, Æ =
) ( + "?) is the diele tri anisotropy, "k

and

"?

"? = "k

are the lo al prin ipal values of the liquid

tal diele tri

tensor [1722℄, and

ti e ve tor of the CLC spiral (
holesteri

ases

onsidered.

"0

0
os( z)℄ 0

and left CLC

= ("k

layer in a perfe t

stru ture is presented and some limit

"0Æ sin( z )

"0



rys-

is the re ipro al lat-

= 4=p, where p is the

pit h).

It is well known that in a perfe t
ture, i. e., in ea h

holesteri

holesteri

stru -

layer depi ted in Fig. 1,

there are four eigensolutions of the Maxwell equations
(rst studied in [

17; 18℄), ea h of them being a super-

position of two plane waves.
tions

2. GENERAL EQUATIONS

Two of these eigensolu-

orrespond to the wave nondira ting in the CLC

and the other two

orrespond to the wave dira ting in

the CLC and having one frequen y band (around the
To

onsider the DM asso iated with an insertion of

an isotropi

layer in a perfe t

holesteri

stru ture, we

Bragg frequen y) forbidden for wave propagation (the
so- alled stop band). The dira ting eigensolutions are

have to solve the Maxwell equations and a boundary

related to the

value problem for the ele tromagneti

of

ting along the

holesteri

wave propaga-

helix for the layered stru ture

The Maxwell equations for a wave propagating
along the helix axes have the form

2E
z 2

hirality sense of the

holesteri

he-

lix, and the nondira ting eigensolutions are related
to the

depi ted in Fig. 1.

ir ular polarization with the same sense

hirality as the

ir ular polarization with the opposite sense of

hirality. Therefore, solving the boundary value problem requires expressing the ele tromagneti

wave in the

CLC as a linear superposition of the four eigensolu-

2
= 12 "(z) tE2 ;

(1)

tions in ea h

holesteri

layer of the stru ture depi ted

in Fig. 1. For the entire stru ture, the boundary value
problem is redu ed to the four problems related to the
four interfa es of the stru ture. In addition to the parameters entering the eigensolutions (see below), the
system, in parti ular, involves the parameter given by
the ratio of the diele tri
average diele tri

CLC

L

onstant of the layer to the

onstant of the CLC. Therefore, if we

assume simple diele tri

properties of the defe t layer

(its isotropy, for example), then the exa t solution of

d

the boundary value problem is presented analyti ally

CLC

L

as a solution of the system of eight linear equations.
The vanishing of the determinant of this system determines the eigensolution of the boundary value problem,
i. e., the DM. However, the

orresponding analyti

solu-

tion and the equation for the eigenmode are su iently
Fig. 1.

umbersome in the general

S heme of the CLC DM stru ture with an
isotropi defe t layer

ase.

An example of the exa t solution of a simpler
boundary value problem for a

799

holesteri

layer sur-
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rounded by an isotropi

ÆÝÒÔ,

medium (the upper half in

Fig. 1) is presented in [2022℄.

where

= !p"0=



As a result of the general analysis of solutions of the
present boundary value problem and of the boundary
value problem for a single

holesteri

layer, we

j

on-

lude that no truly lo alized DM exists for the boundary value problem under
at the isotropi
solutions are

onsideration. This is be ause

layer boundaries, the dira ting eigenonverted into nondira ting eigensolu-

tions es aping from the external
fa es.

In the general

and

the ratio of amplitudes

ase, we

a quasilo alized DM (see also [

holesteri

layer sur-

an therefore speak of

15; 16℄ for the DMs re-
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j labels the eigensolutions, with
E =E + in (3) given by

= EEj+ = (K +
j

j

Æ
 2 =2

Two of the eigenwaves orresponding to the
larization with the
one of the liquid

hirality sense

(6)

1:

)

ir ular po-

oin iding with the

rystal spiral experien e strong dira -

tion s attering at the frequen ies in the stop band region. The other two eigenwaves,
opposite

orresponding to the

ir ular polarizations, are almost unae ted

lated to the helix phase jump). However, in the most

by the dira tion s attering even at the stop band fre-

favorable

quen ies for the rst pair.

ase where the diele tri

is equal to the average diele tri
the polarization
diele tri
in this

onstant of the layer
onstant of the CLC,

onversion is low (proportional to the

anisotropy of the

holesteri ).

This is why

ase, for thi k CLC layers, the DM is virtually

ompletely lo alized (see below for the

ase of innitely

Be ause the spe i

features of the DMs in CLCs

are related to the eigenwaves of dira ting polarization
(see [

2; 3; 15; 16℄), we restri t ourself in what follows

to the

onsideration of the propagation of light of a

dira ting polarization only.

thi k CLC layers).
In what follows, to

larify the general results, we

present the expli it form of the eigensolutions and the
spe i

4. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

ases simplifying the solution of the boundary

value problem, namely, the
onstant of the isotropi
average diele tri
parti ular, the

In this se tion, the boundary value problem dis-

ase where the diele tri

ussed above in the general form is

defe t layer is equal to the

onstant of the

holesteri

ase of dira tion thi k

and, in

holesteri

lay-

the assumption that the spe i

onsidered under

parameters allow a

simpli ation of the problem. We assume (see Fig. 1)
that the CLC is given by a planar layer with the spi-

ers shown in Fig. 1.

ral axis perpendi ular to the layer surfa es.
assume that the average CLC diele tri

3. EIGENWAVES IN A CLC

oin ides with the diele tri
orrespon-

tween two

holestri

layers.

negle ting the

a CLC, i. e., the solutions of Maxwell equation (1), are

into another at the layer surfa es [

E(z; t) = exp( i!t) 

 E + n+ exp(iK + z ) + E n exp(iK z ) ;

onversion of one

Æ,

the

holesteri

anisotropy; the assumption also allows ta-

king only two eigenwaves (and
(3)

ir ular polarization

20; 21℄ be ause it is

proportional to the small parameter
diele tri

layer inserted be-

This assumption allows

ding to propagation of light along the spiral axis in
given by a superposition of two plane waves of the form

"0

onstant of the isotropi

external medium and of the isotropi
It is known [1721℄ that the eigenwaves

We also

onstant

orrespondingly only

two wave ve tors in Eq. (5)) with dira ting
polarization into a

ir ular

ount.

where ! is the light frequen y,
is the speed of light,
p
n = (ex  ey ) 2 are ir ular polarization ve tors,
where ex and ey are unit ve tors along the orrespond-

fra ting polarization and of the same frequen y are as-

ing axes, and the wave ve

ondition

sumed to be in ident along the spiral axis on both CLC

(4)

layers (see Fig. 1) from opposite sides, and the diele -

K+
The wave ve tors

K

+
tors K satisfy the
K

= :

Kj+

onsider a linear boundary value problem

tri

tensor may have a nonzero imaginary part of any

sign. Two dira ting eigensolutions with the stru ture
in four eigensolutions of (1) are

determined by Eq. (4) and the formula

s

We rst

in the formulation where two plane waves of the dif-



2

= 2   1 + 2 

r

  2



determined by Eq. (3) are ex ited in both
layers.

holesteri

The amplitudes of the two dira ting eigen-

+u and E +u for the upper layer
E+
+
d
and E
for the bottom layer; they have

waves are denoted by

+ Æ2 ; (5)

and

+d
by E+

to satisfy the system of four linear equations [
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(following from the

ontinuity of the tangential

ponents of the ele tri
boundaries of
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and magneti

holesteri

+u
E+

Eiu

Eid

and

+ E +u = Eiu ;

(7)

K

= K+

= EE+ = (K +





Æ

)

1

 2 =2

  2

=  1 + 2

r

  2



(9)

We note that for the further study of the DM, it is

q

given by Eq. (9) is purely imag-

inary at the DM frequen ies (lo ated inside the stop
The frequen y at the stop band

!B )

Bragg frequen y

!B

enter (the

is given by

= p2p" = 2p " ;
0
0

and the band-edge frequen ies are
If we assume

!e

ase, the ree tion

R

and

( ) = +E++u + 

( ) = exp

T d; L

12

E +u ;

+L + d) E +d +
i(2K+
+

+
+ exp i(2K L + d) E +d;

(10)

2



 q 2

os(qL) +


1

2

where the phases of
tion that the
and



 q 2

T


R
z

and

oordinate



1 sin(qL)

1

(12)

;

orrespond to the assump-

= 0 at the entran e surfa e

orrespondingly the dire tor orientation at the en-

tran e surfa e are determined by expression (2) for the
tensor "(z ) of the
= 0 (see also [1821℄).

diele tri

z

holestri

liquid

rystal at

6. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION FOR
THE DEFECT-MODE STRUCTURE
As we have noted, system (7) determines the amplitude light transmission

( ) and ree tion R(d; L)

T d; L

oe ients for the DM stru ture (see (10) and (11)) if
one of the amplitudes,

Eiu or Eid , is
L, we have

nish. For a nite value of

assumed to vato solve system

and ree tion

oe ients.

But there is another possibility to obtain formulas for the opti al properties of the stru ture depi ted
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n q

oe ients of a CLC

(7) and use Eqs. (10) and (11) to nd the transmission

given by the formulas

R d; L

L:

+ i 2 +

= !B = 1  Æ.

oe ients of the defe t stru ture are

T

and transmission

+ i 2 +  1 sin(qL) ;


i L q n q
T (L) = exp
2 2 2 os(qL) +

mission of light in ident on the stru ture (see Fig. 1)

T

Solving system (7) in these

( ) = iÆ sin(qL)

Eiu (Eid ) to be the only nonzero amp-

from above (below). In this

an also be found

orrespond to a perfe t CLC layer

2L and L.

layer of thi kness

p

litude, then Eqs. (7) des ribe the ree tion and trans-

transmission

R

ree tion

(8)

+ Æ2 :

om-

limits yields the following expressions for the amplitude



quite essential that
band).

of thi knesses

 
 2

;

orresponds

in Fig. 1 is also equal to zero. The rst and the se ond



= 2  q;

layer

onsidered here for

orresponding results

RL

s

q

pleteness (the

options respe tively

layer thi kness,

where

holesteri

20; 21℄). One option orresponds to d = 0 and another to d = 0, but the thi kness L of one of the layers

CLC layer thi kness,



ase of a perfe t

to two limits in Eqs. (7) and is
in [

2L is the total

= L  d=2, and
+ =   q;
K
2

onsider the solutions of system (7) in some

situations in more detail.

The

layers from the top (Eiu ) and the botis the isotropi

6= 0,

5. PERFECT CHOLESTERIC LAYER

tom (Eid ) of the stru ture in Fig. 1,

L

= 0).

We now

are the respe tive amplitudes of

d

only the wave in ident from above exists (Eiu

spe i

the waves of dira ting polarization in ident at the
holesteri

obtained by solving Eqs. (7) under the assumption that

Eid

layers depi ted in Fig. 1)

exp[id℄ exp[iK++L ℄E++u +
+ exp[id℄ exp[iK +L ℄E +u =
= exp[iK++L+℄E++d + exp[iK +L+℄E +d;
+u +  exp[iK L ℄E +u =
 + exp[iK+ L ℄E+
= exp[id℄+ exp[iK+ L+℄E++d +
+ exp[id℄ exp[iK L+℄E +d;
exp[2iK+ L℄+E++d + exp[2iK L℄ E +d = Eid:
Here,

om-

elds at the four

in Fig. 1.

If we use expressions (12) for the ampli-

tude transmission and ree tion
(11)

gle

801

holesteri

layer (see also [

oe ients for a sin-

20; 21℄), then the

orre-
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sponding intensity

oe ients

for the entire stru ture

ÆÝÒÔ,

jT (d; L)j2 and jR(d; L)j2

an be represented as

exp(id)
jT (d; L)j2 = Te Td 1 exp(2
id)Rd Ru

2

assumed to be equal to unity)
o

(13)

;
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lose to the defe t layer

urs. The reason is in an exponential in rease in the

eld as the distan e from the CLC layer external surfa e toward the defe t layer in reases.

As the result,

the thi ker a layer is, the higher the enhan ement of
the eld at the defe t layer.

jR(d; L)j2 =

2
exp(2id)
+ Ru TeTu 1 exp(2
; (14)
id)Rd Ru
where Re (Te ), Ru (Tu ), and Rd (Td ) are the respe tive

=

amplitude ree tion (transmission)

oe ients of the

CLC layer in (12) (see Fig. 1) for the light in iden e on
the outer top layer surfa e, for the light in iden e on
the inner top CLC layer surfa e from the inserted defe t
layer, and for the light in iden e on the inner bottom
CLC layer surfa e from the inserted defe t layer. It is
assumed in deriving Eqs. (13) and (14) that the external beam is in ident on the stru ture from above only.
We also easily nd the expressions for the eigenmode amplitudes ex ited by the in ident wave on both
CLC layers of the stru ture depi ted in Fig. 1 by using
the expressions for the amplitude transmission and ree tion

oe ients in Eqs. (13) and (14). The eigen-

mode amplitudes at the CLC entran e layer are expressed in terms of

+u
E+
E +u

( ) as

R d; L

= Eiu 

( )

R d; L
;

+
 + R d; L
Eiu
:

+

=

= Eiu 

( )

(15)

E +d =
The

and

band for the stru ture in Fig. 1 are presented in Fig. 2.
The maxima in

depend on the defe t layer thi kness
of

plitude

and maxima of

are shown.

jT (d; L)j2

whi h is half of the diele tri

It

orrespond to

the DM frequen ies. For the layer thi kness

d

= p=4,

tensor period in a CLC,

these maxima and minima are lo ated just at the stop
band

enter.

In the interval

0 < d=p < 0:5, the DM

frequen y value moves from the high-frequen y stop
band edge to the low-frequen y stop band edge.

As

the defe t-layer thi kness in reases further, the DM freHowever, this is true if

only

d is less than approximately 2, where  is

the

hange of the wave ve tor at the frequen y width of

d ex eeds 2, the se ond DM

(16)

reases fur-

d=2.

The des ribed appear-

jT (d; L)j2 or jR(d; L)j2
2
jR(d; L)j + jT (d; L)j2 = 1 for a

is presented be ause

nonabsorbing stru ture.
Figure 2 shows that the ree tion vanishes at some

ontrast

hanges for lo alized

hanges are huge [22℄, the am-

hanges are of the order of unity in the

d in

ther, additional DM frequen ies appear, whose number

frequen y. From (14), we nd the equation for the frequen ies of the ree tion

Re

lose to the DM

hange sharply. However, in

edge modes, where the

jR(d; L)j2

d

orresponding minima

illustrated in Fig. 3, where only

of the eigenwaves ex ited in

orresponding amplitude

3; 15; 16℄ that the

is known [1

frequen ies (inside the stop band, see below), the eigento the

jT (d; L)j2 and minima in jR(d; L)j2 at

some frequen ies inside the stop band at positions that

the layer (see Se . 7) reveal a nontrivial frequen y de-

mode amplitudes

layers.

jT (d; L)j2 spe tra at normal in iden e inside the stop

may be estimated as

al ulations of the amplitudes

penden e of these amplitudes. Namely,

holesteri

and transmission

an e of many DM frequen ies inside the stop band is

+

E +d

jR(d; L)j2

al ulated ree tion

frequen y appears in the stop band. As

( ) exp  i(2K +L + d) :

orresponding

+u , E +u , E +d ,
E+
+

The

the stop band. When

T d; L

+
+
 T d; L
Eiu

+

onsider the formulas in the pre eding se -

frequen y stop band edges.

( ) similarly, as
T (d; L)
exp  i(2K +L + d) ;

expressed in terms of

We

tion in more detail for nonabsorbing

quen y os illates between the high-frequen y and low-

The eigenmode amplitudes at the CLC exit layer are

+d
E+

7. NONABSORBING LIQUID CRYSTAL

Re

ase

1

e2id Rd Ru



oe ient zeros:

+ Ru TeTue2id = 0:

It is quite instru tive to
penden e of the ree tion
mode amplitudes

ompare the frequen y deoe ient and of the eigen-

+u , E +u , E +d ,
E+
+

the defe t stru ture.

and

E +d

ex ited in

Comparing Figs. 2 and 3 with

Fig. 4 shows that the positions of the sharp ampli-

of the DM. Nevertheless, an essential enhan ement of

tude os illations just

the eld magnitude relative to the in ident wave am-

to, for an absorbing or amplifying liquid

plitude (in

positions of ree tion

al ulations, the in ident wave amplitude is

(17)

802

oin ide with (or are very
oe ient minima

lose

rystal) the

orresponding
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Fig. 2.
Ree tion (a,b) and transmission ( e) oe ients versus the dimensionless frequen y  =
= 2(! !B )=Æ!B 1 for a nonabsorbing CLC ( = 0)
for various values of d=p and Æ = 0:05, l = L =
= 2N = 200, where N is the dire tor half-turn number at the CLC layer thi kness L

0.4
0.2

d/p = 0.4

e
0
−0.2

to

−0.1

0

0.1

ν

( ) = 0 for the nonabsorbing CLC. This may be

R d; L

onsidered as an indi ation of the existen e of eigen-

i. e., in the

ase where no waves are in ident from out-

side on the stru ture shown in Fig. 1.

states of DM stru tures just at these frequen ies.

The DM frequen y

!D

is determined by the zero

value of the determinant of system (7):

8. DEFECT MODE (A NONABSORBING
LIQUID CRYSTAL)
The solution of Eq. (7) in the general

i L
(d; L) = 4e2id sin2 (qL) 4eÆ2 

det

ase is a linear



superposition of a propagating wave and a pure DM,
i. e., a standing wave of a
redu ed to two plane

ompli ated stru ture (not

Eiu

q
2

 
 2

os(qL)+i 2 +

 q 2



= Eid = 0,

803



1 

 sin(qL)

ounter-propagating waves). The

pure DM is determined by Eq. (7) with



2

:

(18)
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−0.06

−0.04

−0.02

−0.08

ν

+u
E+
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L, det d; L

−0.02

ν

L

Relation (20) allows nding the DM eld inside the
CLC layers using expression (3) for the CLC eigen-

ture (see Fig. 1) are, the smaller the imaginary part of
is; in the limit of innite

L,

it redu es to zero in the

epted approa h (see Se . 9 below). Therefore, the

DM is a quasistable mode and its lifetime is determined
by the imaginary part of

!D .

modes.

pression for the

1

oe ients

Rd Ru e2id

R

= 0:

orresponding ex-

oordinate eld amplitude distribution

be omes

E(!D ; z; t) = i exp( i!D t) 





 n+ exp i2z sin(qz ) + nÆ exp i2z 
 
2  2 
1 sin(qz)
 2 + q

an be redu ed to the expression

ontaining the ree tion

For example, in an individual CLC layer of

the DM stru ture (see Fig. 1), the

Using Eqs. (13) and (14), the dispersion equation
following from (18)
ers:

(20)

of the CLC layers in the DM stru -

but rea hes zero for a
the thi knesses

+ E +u = 0:

! for a nonabsorbing CLC,
omplex value of ! . The larger

rea h zero for a real value of

a

−0.04

+u j) at the external surfa e of a CLC layer of the DM stru ture ex ited by
The al ulated eigenmode amplitude (jE+
the in ident wave of a unit amplitude for two values of d=p, Æ = 0:05, and N = 33

We note that at a nite length

!

−0.06

of the CLC lay-

(19)

The DM eld in the CLC is a superposition of two

q
i 2


CLC eigenmodes with their amplitudes satisfying the
ondition

804



os(qz)

;

(21)
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the defe t layer redu es stri tly to zero.

arb. un.

The ampli-

tude of the wave dire ted outward is small, but it does

3

not redu e to zero.

Æ = 0:050

the DM energy outward through the external surfa es
of the DM stru ture.

2
0:040

presented by an analyti

0:025
0

20

40

expression.

For nonabsorbing CLC layers (whi h are under the

60

80

100
x

is the energy leakage through their external surfa es.

(2 =p"0 )jEoutj2 ,

The de rease in the DM energy in unite time is equal to

the
the
vathe

the energy ow of the leaking waves
where

Eout is the amplitude of the wave exiting the DM

stru ture through the external surfa es of CLC layers,
and therefore, using (21), we easily obtain the DM lifetime

D

as

Z

2

D

= jE(!D ; z; t)j2dz 

1
d
j
E
!D ; z; t j2 dz
dt
jEoutpj 2 Z jE ! ; z; t j2dz
D
= "0



0:03



0:02

=2

=

0:01

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Coordinate dependen e (x = z=p) of the
squared amplitude of the DM waves inside the CLC
layer dire ted toward the defe t layer (bold line) and
out of the DM stru ture (narrow line) at the DM frequen y being at the stop band enter for the diele tri
anisotropy Æ = 0:05 lose to the external surfa e of the
CLC layer



Æ2
q

Z

(

p

2

L "0

(



2



Æ2

Fig. 6.

1

=0

2

to the external surfa e of the CLC layer.

=

2 sin2(qL) 
qL
!

qL

(22)

where the integration due to the symmetry of the DM
stru ture is restri ted to one half of the stru ture only.
The analysis of Eq. (22) shows that the DM lifetime

!D inside
!D just at

D

depends on the position of its frequen y

the

stop band and rea hes a maximum for

the

In the general
orresponds

=

)

middle of the stop band, i. e., at

q is determined by Eq. (9) and z



)

2
1
 2  q 2
 1 + Æ2 2 + 
1 +

 2 
+ 1  q 1 + 2 sin 2(qL) ;

x

The

or-

onsideration in this se tion), the only sour e of de ay

jEj ; arb. un.

0

umulated in

respondingly the DM frequen y width), whi h may be

Coordinate dependen e (x = z=p) of
squared DM eld at the DM frequen y being at
stop band enter for various diele tri anisotropy Æ
lues and the defe t layer thi kness d = p=4 for
holesteri layer thi kness L = 50(p=2)

where

orresponding

its stru ture determines the inverse lifetime (and

Fig. 5.

0

The ratio of the

energy ow to the total DM energy a

1
0

This is why there is a leakage of



=  =2.

ase, the des ription of the DM

requires solving dispersion equation (18) numeri ally.
But be ause Re !D is determined by the frequen ies
orresponding to the zeros of the ree tion

oordinate dependen e of the squared modu-

oe ient

lus of the total eld and its parts related to the wave

for nonabsorbing CLC layers, it is easier to investigate

propagating toward the defe t layer and in the opposite

DMs in general. In parti ular, be ause the DM lifetime

dire tion

an be written as

lose to the external surfa e of the CLC layer

are presented at Figs. 5 and 6.
the larger the diele tri

Figure 5 shows that

anisotropy

Æ

may be used for

1= Im !D , Eq. (22) for the lifetime D

al ulating Im !D . There are also limit

ases simplifying the des ription of the DM

is, the sharper the

onsidered

growth of the DM eld toward the defe t layer. Figu-

below.

re 6 shows that at the external surfa es of the DM stru -

ers are, the larger

ture, only the amplitude of the wave dire ted toward

frequen y width. The DM lifetime in the limit of in-

805

As the analysis shows, the thi ker CLC lay-

D

and

orrespondingly less the DM
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d=p
0:5

nitely thi k CLC layers is innite in our model (this
is dire tly shown in the next se tion).

0:4
9. INFINITELY THICK CLC LAYERS
We study system (7) in the simplest
thi k

holesteri

layers in Fig. 1. In this

0:3

ase of very

0:2

ase, the am-

plitudes of the waves exponentially in reasing toward
the external surfa es of

holesteri

nish. Formally, we may put
the

holesteri

L

0:1

layers have to va-

to be innitely large. In

layers, nonzero amplitudes then

0

orre-

0:98

0:99

1:00

1:01

1:02

spond only to the eigenwaves propagating toward the
isotropi

defe t layer. This means that in system (7),

Cal ulated relation between d=p and the DM
frequen y for nonabsorbing CLC layers of an innitely
large thi kness (Æ = 0:05)
Fig. 7.

in the absen e of waves in ident at the DM stru ture

+u and E +d are equal to
from outside, the amplitudes E
+

zero and the system redu es to the two linear equations

exp(id) exp(iK++L )E++u = exp(iK +L+)E +d;
+u =
 + exp(iK+ L )E+
= exp(id) exp(iK L+)E +d:
!D

The DM frequen y

in this

(23)

Æ



2

+ i 2 +

) ℄

 q 2



nq

2



ase is determined by

os(( =2

1 sin(( =2

) )+


) ) = 0:

(24)

For the light frequen ies inside the sele tive ree tion
band, determinant (24) vanishes if the isotropi
thi kness



d

1

layer

is related to the light frequen y as


=

(25)

hosen frequen y value.

The relation of the DM frequen y to the isotropi

d

given by (25) for innitely thi k CLC

layers is shown in Fig. 7.
just at the stop band
thi kness

d=p

= 1=4.

Again, the DM frequen y

enter

orresponds to the layer

The same results follow dire tly

from (25) if we assume that

!D is lo
= 

middle of the stop band, i. e.,
Eq. (25) results in

d
p

ated just in the

2 = 1; in that

The

al ulations show that the DM frequen y de-

pends on the CLC layer thi kness
is why the

L only slightly. This
!D on d=p for

orresponding dependen e of

L may be
!D at any L.

regarded as a good ap-

It is known that the DM eld is lo alized in the

ondition demands a spe i value of the isotropi

layer thi kness

enter) given below Eq. (9).

defe t layer and

sele tive ree tion band, the DM exists, but the exislayer thi kness for ea h

p

with the Bragg frequen y (frequen y at the stop band

proximation for

This relation means that for any frequen y inside the
ten e

= 1=4 + n=2,

d=p

! of the DM frequen y in the interval
j!=!B j < Æ due to small variations in d (d) lose to
the d=p = 1=4 is approximately given by the relation
! = 4d ;
(27)

an innitely large



1
2 =q2 
p
2( =2) 4( =2)2+Æ2 1 ( =2)2
p
 ar tg
2( =2)2 4( =2)2 + Æ2 :
d
p

orresponds to

is zero or an integer number.

!B

 d
 d

n

The shift

redu es to the relation

q d

whi h approximately
where

a zero value of the determinant of system (23), whi h

2 exp [i(



ase,

= 21 ar tg pp 2 2  21 ar tg 4Æ ; (26)
4+Æ 2

3; 15; 16℄.

losely by around it [1

illustration of su h a lo alization is presented by the

An
o-

ordinate eld distribution of the DM for innitely thi k
CLC layers in Fig. 8. The maximum of the eld amplitude is lo ated at the defe t layer and the eld amplitude attenuates exponentially in the CLC outside the
defe t layer. The strongest attenuation o
layer thi kness

d=p

urs for the

= 1=4, i. e., for the DM frequen y

just at the stop band

enter, with the attenuation de-

reasing as the DM frequen y approa hes the stop band
edges. The attenuation also in reases with an in rease
in the CLC layer diele tri

anisotropy

Æ.

Equations (24)(26) show that for innitely thi k
CLC layers, the DM frequen y is a real quantity in the
model under

onsideration and hen e the DM lifetime

is innite. This is not the

ase for a limited CLC layer

thi kness. For nonabsorbing CLC layers of nite thi kness, determinant (18) vanishes at a omplex frequen y.
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jE j2

tions show that for

1:0

D

mined as

= 1=j Im !D j in reases

deter-

orrespondingly as

4

of

2

0

The physi al meaning of the

2

4

 (in the limit jqjL 1)

ree tion

x

The

oe ients, by expanding the denominators

orresponding expression for

omplex frequen y is quite

q is the

p

2
q = q2L exp [ 2jqjL℄ :

10. THICK CLC LAYERS

an

also be obtained. These results may also be obtained
from dispersion equation (18) or from expressions (13)
and (14) for the DM stru ture transmission and ree oe ients.

Instead

of

dire tly

frequen y

(d; L) = 0),

we

solving

following

the

from

equation

for

expression

and sear h for extrema of Eqs. (13) and (14) relative
to this imaginary addition
responding

i

.

The results of the

al ulations of the transmission

and ree tion

jR(d; L)j2

intensity

!D

de reases as

!D

!D

just in the

 be omes

(29)

The dependen e of the DM lifetime on the position
of

!D

inside the stop band in the limit of thi k CLC

jqjL  1) is shown in Fig. 9, where the results of

layers (

al ulations a

ording to (28) are presented for the fre-

quen y range inside the stop band, where the

jqjL  1 holds.

The value of

ondition

 found from (28) and (29)

an be

regarded as an initial approximation in numeri al

oe ients demon-

strate that the imaginary addition to

with an in-

 = 32 Lp exp[ 2ÆL=p℄ :

or-

jT (d; L)j2

D

also showing a strong

middle of the stop band, expression (28) for

oe-

= 1 + i, where  is a small quantity)

L,

dependen e of the in rease rate on the position of

tion to the frequen y (dened, for example, by the re-

!= Re !

= 1= Im !D , expression

inside the stop band. For the position of

a

We have to allow a nonzero imaginary addi-

D

rease in the CLC thi kness

(18)

ients to estimate the imaginary part of the DM frequen y.

Be ause the DM lifetime is

(28) reveals an exponential in rease in

an use Eqs. (13) and (14) for

the DM stru ture transmission and ree tion

oe-

)2 + Æ2 ( =2)2
( ) = 1 + 11=2 p((=
=)2 + Æ 2 + ( =2)2

F Æ2
and

results related to the DM

q due to the imaginary addi!D , ensuring the divergen e

ients,

Just the imaginary part of the frequen y and the nite

ase of a DM stru ture with thi k CLC layers

(28)

of the DM stru ture transmission and ree tion

eld through the external surfa es of

lifetime of the DM are determined by this leakage.

hange of

tion to the DM frequen y

the CLC layers, whi h results in a de ay of the DM.

jqjL  1), some analyti

 is

.

 = iqF(qÆ2) ;

layers of a nite thi kness, there is a leakage of the DM

(

orresponding to diver-

in Eqs. (13) and (14) in the small parameter

lear. As was mentioned above, for nonabsorbing CLC

omplex

in-

gen e of the defe t-mode stru ture transmission and

where

ele tromagneti



rease with the CLC layer thi kness, i. e., nd the value

0:2

In the

enter at

We analyti ally nd the law of the lifetime

0:1

Cal ulated distribution (see Eq. (21)) of the
squared eld modulus versus the distan e from the defe t layer enter (x = z=p) for nonabsorbing innitely
thi k CLC layers for various Æ and d=p = 1=4

lation

D

a xed CLC layers thi kness.

Fig. 8.

(det

 is the smallest at a

mum for the DM frequen y at the stop band

Æ = 0:05

0:2

tion

orresponding to Re !D

enter,

the CLC layer thi kness in reases, and rea hes a maxi-

0:4

0

= 1=4

xed CLC layer thi knesses. The DM lifetime

0:8
0:6

d=p

being at the stop band

ulations in the
ness

L.

al-

ase of an arbitrary CLC layer thi k-

The same result for the DM lifetime

D

for

jqjL  1) follows

the CLC layer thi kness in reases, and the addition also

thi k CLC layers in a DM stru ture (

de reases as Re !D approa hes the stop band

from Eq. (22) for the nite lifetime resulting from the

a xed CLC layers thi kness. In parti ular, the

enter at
al ula-

ele tromagneti
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Æ2
q

2

p

2
(
  2
 2 +

0.25

0

0.1

−0.1

0

0.1

0.15
0.10
0.05
0


Æ 2 qL
2
 q 2

−0.2

1 +



−0.1

b

0.20

1

L "0

ν

0.30

ture) dependen e on the DM frequen y !D lo ation
inside the stop band al ulated for thi k CLC layers
a ording to Eq. (28) (Æ = 0:05, N = 40, and the
frequen y of the middle point of the stop band orresponds to the abs issa value 0:05)

=

0.1

0.35

pThe DM lifetime (normalized by the time
= 2L "0 = of light ight through the DM stru -

D

0

|T |

Fig. 9.

0

−0.1

2

  q 2

2

)

ν

Atot



 exp(2jqjL):

0.7

c

0.6

(30)

0.5
For the DM frequen y at the middle of the stop band,

0.4

Eq. (30) gives



p
3
 "0 L
L
exp 2Æ p :
D =

p

0.3
0.2
−0.2

ν

Again, as was already mentioned above, the maximum
of the DM lifetime

D

orresponds to the lo ation of

Ree tion (a) and transmission (b) oe ients
and the total absorption Atot ( ) versus the dimensionless frequen y for an absorbing CLC, = 0:005,
d=p = 0:1, Æ = 0:05, and N = 33
Fig. 10.

the DM frequen y just in the middle of the stop band
(i. e., at



=  =2), where jqj rea hes a maximum.

11. ABSORBING LIQUID CRYSTAL
We now examine formulas (13) and (14) for absorbing CLC layers.

This

ase, for example, is dire tly

oe ients. However, there are some interesting pe uliarities of the opti al properties of the stru ture under

related to the lasing in CLC: at the lasing frequen y,
the CLC has to be amplifying, whereas at the frequen y
of the pumping wave, it is absorbing. To take the absorption into a
ele tri
i. e.,

"

>

be the ratio of the di-

",

= "0(1 + i ). We note that  1 in real situa-

tions. A natural
(

ount, we let

onstant imaginary part to the real part of

onsequen e of the nonzero absorption

0) is a redu tion in the transmission and ree tion

onsideration (see Fig. 1). The

al ulation results pre-

sented in Figs. 1013 reveal these pe uliarities.

For

jT (d; L)j2 + jR(d; L)j2 < 1, and
2 jR(d; L)j2 presented
the quantity Atot = 1 jT (d; L)j
absorbing stru tures,

in Figs. 1013 gives the total absorption in the stru ture. Up to a relatively strong absorption (

= 0:005

in Fig. 10), the spe tral shapes of the ree tion and
transmission

808

urves are typi al for the DM minima and
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Fig. 11.

−0.1

0

The same as in Fig. 10 for

0.1

= 0:002

maxima in the ree tion and transmission
although they deviate from the
CLC (see Figs. 2 and 3). As

−0.2

ν

Fig. 12.

The same as in Fig. 10 for

ν

= 0:001

oe ients,

ase of a nonabsorbing

the total absorption in rease reveals itself at the stop

de reases, the spe tral

band edges (at the frequen ies of the stop band edge

shapes of ree tion and transmission

urves almost ap-

modes). This is a manifestation of the so- alled anoma-

orresponding shapes for a nonabsorbing

= 0:0003), but

lously strong absorption ee t known for perfe t CLC

the total absorption at the DM frequen y behaves un-

, the total absorption begins to ex eed the absorp-

proa h the

CLC (see Fig. 13a,b

orresponding to

usually.

layers at the edge mode frequen y [

20; 23℄. For smaller

tion outside the stop band at the DM frequen y

As regards the total absorption, it demonstrates a
non onventional frequen y dependen e. At small

for

!D

that has the same value as for the stop band edge
modes (Fig. 11 ,

= 0:002).

As

de reases fur-

some frequen ies, the absorption turns out to be mu h

ther, the anomalously strong absorption ee t be omes

greater than the absorption outside the stop band (see

more pronoun ed at the DM frequen y than at the edge

Figs. 1013). If

mode frequen ies (Fig. 12 ,

is not too small (Fig. 10 ,

= 0:005),

809

= 0:001 and Fig. 13 ,
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|T |2

The gain
orresponding to a maximum absorption versus the DM frequen y lo ation inside stop
band is al ulated for thi k CLC layers a ording to
Eq. (32); Æ = 0:05, N = 40, and the frequen y of the
middle point of stop band orresponds to the abs issa
value 0:05

Fig. 14.

0.8
b
0.6
0.4
0.2

In the general
numeri ally.

0
−0.2

−0.1

0.1

0

ase, Eq. (31)

But in the

jqjL  1), the dependen e of

(

ν

and other pa-

analyti ally:

0.3

2 2jqjL
= 4iq2e L +

c

"

0.2

p

)2 + Æ2 ( =2)2
+ 1 + 11=2p(( =
=)2 + Æ 2 + ( =2)2

0.1

The value of

−0.2

Fig. 13.

−0.1

0

The same as in Fig. 10 for

0.1

the

ν

Fig. 14, the frequen y dependen e of

= 0:0003). It follows that at the DM frequen y !D ,
23; 24℄ exists and, more-

For the position of

Its realization assumes

and other parameters of the

Atot


= 0:

L.

In

that orresponds

on-

(31)

urs just in the

entre

just in the middle of the stop
be omes

= 34 Lp e

anomalously strong absorption ee t at the DM frequen y is solely due to the lo alized DM, i. e., to the

!D

band, expression (32) for

lear that the

rystal. This relation is determined by the

al ulations in

of the stop band.

over, the absorption enhan ement for the DM at small

some relation between

(32)

jqjL  1 is presented. Figure 14 shows that the maxi-

the ee t of anomalously strong absorption similar to

defe t layer in the stru ture.

:

to the maximum absorption for a thi k CLC in the limit

= 0:0003

is higher than for the edge mode. It is

1

ase of an arbitrary CLC layer thi kness

mum absorption enhan ement o

the one for the edge mode [

#

given by Eq. (32) may be regarded as

an initial approximation in numeri al

0

dition

L

on

rameters ensuring the maximal absorption an be found

Atot

liquid

an be solved only

ase of thi k CLC layers

2ÆL=p:

(33)

We note that the anomalously strong absorption effe t at the DM frequen y and its realization under some
relation between

and other liquid

reveal themselves in the

rystal parameters

al ulations of the total ab-

sorption at the DM frequen y as a fun tion of

per-

formed in [15℄ (the absorption rea hes a maximum at
a small nite value of

810

, see Fig. 8 in [15℄).
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Fig. 16.

Transmission (a) and ree tion (b) oe ients
and the total absorption ( ) for an amplifying CLC versus the dimensionless frequen y for
=
0:00005,
d=p = 0:1, Æ = 0:05, and N = 33
Fig. 15.

The same as in Fig. 15 for

=

ν

0:0006

oe ients is qualitatively the same as for zero ampli ation (

12. AMPLIFYING LIQUID CRYSTAL

= 0) (Figs. 15

a,b ).

But the absorption is

a small negative quantity (whi h means ampli ation)
at all frequen ies with some ampli ation enhan ement

We examine formulas (13) and (14) for amplifying
holesteri

layers.

the diele tri

"

As previously,

onstant is given by the same formula

= "0(1 + i ), but with

<

0. The

for the transmission and ree tion
are presented in Figs. 1518.
ues of

we assume that
al ulation results

oe ients at

<

0

For small absolute val-

, the shape of the transmission and ree tion

at the DM frequen y and at the edge mode frequen ies
(Fig. 15 ).

As the absolute value of

shape of the ree tion
some value of

in reases, the

jR(d; L)j2 hanges at
2
minimum in jR(d; L)j is

oe ient

(a typi al

superseded by a small maximum

lose to 1 and the

2
transmission jT (d; L)j ex

eeds 1 noti eably (Fig. 16)).

As the absolute value of

in reases further, the ree -
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Fig. 17.

−0.1

The same as in Fig. 15 for

tion and transmission
for the

0

0.1

=

−0.2

0:00117

Fig. 18.

oe ients at the DM frequen y

hosen values of the problem parameters ex eed
may

0:0045

=

perimentally in [3℄).
To nd the inter onne tion between the liquid

rys-

tal parameters at the lasing threshold mentioned above,

lose to the threshold value of

we have to solve the DM dispersion equation following

for the distributed feedba k lasing at the

from Eq. (18) under the assumption that the CLC lay-

be regarded as being
the gain

orresponding value of

The same as in Fig. 15 for

responding to lower thresholds (this was observed ex-

100 (Fig. 17), with no signs of noti eable maxima at
other frequen ies. The

ν

ν

DM frequen y.
absolute value of

With the

ontinuing in rease in the

, we nd that diverging maxima of

jR(d; L)j2 at the edge mode frequen ies appear (with-

ers are amplifying (

For

the DM (Fig. 18). At even greater absolute values of

stop band

22; 24℄, appear. The ob-

enter, the

orresponding relation for the

= 34 Lp e

orresponding threshold for the stop

band edge modes. Another

1

(34)

2ÆL=p :

on lusion following from

this study is the revealed existen e of some inter onne -

The exponentially small value of

tion between the liquid

Eq. (34) for thi k CLC layers

rystal parameters at the lasing

ase, this

ase of thi k

threshold gain is given by

served result shows that the DM lasing threshold gain
is lower than the

In the general

on

out tra es of a maximum at the DM frequen y) for

tant from the stop band edge [

0).

jqjL  ), the dependen e of the threshold
L and other parameters an be found analyti ally.
example, if the DM frequen y !D is lo ated at the

CLC layers (

the gain ve time greater than the threshold gain for
, we nd that new edge mode frequen ies, more dis-

<

should be done numeri ally. But in the

jj

following from

onrms the above state-

threshold, whi h for thi k CLC layers was found ana-

ment about lower lasing threshold for the DM

lyti ally for the DM (see Eq. (34)) and for edge modes

pared to the edge mode. In fa t, the lasing threshold for

(see [

the edge mode for thi k CLC layers does not de rease

22; 24℄). In fa t, a

ontinuous in rease in the gain

L,

results in the appearan e of lasing at new modes, with

exponentially with

the disappearan e of lasing at the previous modes

only the third power of

or-

812

om-

but is inversely proportional to

L.
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τD /τ0

and stronger absorption (under the

onditions of the

anomalously strong absorption ee t) at the DM fre-

120

quen y

ompared to the edge mode frequen ies are the

features of any periodi

100
2L/p = 47.66

80

media. We note that the expe-

rimental studies of lasing threshold [3℄ agree with the
orresponding theoreti al result obtained above. Moreover, the experiment in [3℄ also onrms the existen e of

60

some inter onne tion between the gain and other liquid
rystal parameters at the threshold pumping energy for

40

lasing at the DM (as well at the stop band edge mode)

20

frequen y. Spe i ally, this was demonstrated by the

30

observations that an in rease in the pumping energy

0
0.1

0.2

0.3

above the threshold value results in a de rease in the

0.4
d/p

lasing intensity (see Fig. 5 in [3℄).
For a spe ial

Fig. 19.

0

= 2L

DM lifetime (normalized by the time
pThe
"0 = of light ight through the DM stru -

hoi e of the parameters in the experi-

ment, the obtained formulas may be dire tly applied to
the experiment. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind

ture) dependen e on the defe t layer thi kness found
numeri ally for two values of the CLC layers thi knesses
L (Æ = 0:05)

that dire t

omparison of the theory and experiment

requires some

onditions to be met. For example, the

defe t layer thi kness variations should be less than the
light wavelength.

13. CALCULATION RESULTS

ompared with numeri al

al ulations

performed for the problem parameters orresponding to
their typi al values in experiment. Figure 19 presents
the

al ulated values of the DM lifetime as a fun tion

of the defe t layer thi kness
thi kness

L.

of the lasing threshold
layer thi kness

d=p

at a xed CLC layer
al ulated values

j j as a fun tion of the defe t

at a xed CLC layer thi kness

Figure 21b presents the
threshold

d=p

Figure 20a presents the

analyti

L.

al ulated values of the lasing

j j as a fun tion of the CLC layer thi kness L.

In the appli ability range of the analyti
and

approa h, the

al ulated values are in good agreement.

In parti ular, Fig. 21b reveals that the lasing threshold

j j exponentially de reases with an in rease in the CLC

layer thi kness

for thi k layers in the middle of the

= 0:25), but at the same thi knesses
lose to the stop band edge (d=p = 0:1), where the

stop band (d=p

L

L

omparison with a real experi-

sus eptibility frequen y dispersion

must also be taken into a

The above plots obtained analyti ally in the limit
ases may be

For

ment, the diele tri

limit of thi k layers is inappli able, there are deviations
from the exponential de rease.

ount. In the general

however, a mutual transformation at the boundaries of
the two

ir ular polarizations of opposite sense must

also be taken into a

ount. For example, the

wave emitted from the defe t stru ture above the lasing threshold may be opposite to the polarization sense
responsible for the DM existen e.

An evident expla-

nation of the lasing at the opposite (nondira ting)
ir ular polarization is as follows. Due to the polarization

onversion of the generated wave into a wave of

the opposite

ir ular polarization, the

onverted wave

of a nondira ting polarization freely es apes from the
stru ture.
also

This polarization

onversion phenomenon

ontributes to the frequen y width of the DM.

Therefore, polarization mixing must also be taken into
a

ount in

al ulations of the DM lifetime (frequen y

width). In the general

ase, the DM eld leakage from

the stru ture is also determined by the nite CLC layer
thi kness, and hen e by the leakage due to the polarization

onversion. Only for su iently thin CLC layers

or in the

ase of the DM frequen y being very

lose to

ontribution

14. CONCLUSION

to the frequen y width of the DM is determined by the

des ription of the DMs negle ting the

dire tly applied for des ribing experimental data.

thi kness ee t and the model developed above may be

polarization mixing at the CLC boundaries in the stru ture under

ir ular

polarization sense observed in experiment [3℄ for the

the stop band frequen y edges, the main

Our analyti

ase,

onsideration allows revealing a

lear phy-

Our model allows obtaining results that may simulate polarization

onversion and may be quantitatively

si al pi ture of these modes, whi h is appli able to the

appli able for the experiment des ription. Be ause the

DMs in general. For example, a lower lasing threshold

polarization

813

onversion at the CLC surfa es is of the
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0
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Fig. 20.

0.15
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0.30

0.35
d/p

5
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L/p

Lasing threshold at the DM frequen y versus the defe t layer thi kness (a) and the CLC layers thi kness (b) found
numeri ally for two values of the CLC layer thi kness L (Æ = 0:05)

order of the diele tri

anisotropy

ree tion at a diele tri

Æ

(in the absen e of

boundary) [

20; 21℄, the analy-

sis of the problem in the framework of our model and
its results would

is limited by the

L

is as-

the stop band

some inelasti
toni

of the CLC layer inside the stop band being approximately equal to the CLC anisotropy

Æ.

And, more

generally, for a real stru ture with a layer thi kness

L,

the stru ture with the CLC layer thi kness less than
has to be

onsidered in our approa h for simulation

of the polarization
plied analyti

onversion.

We note that the apor-

enter at

j'j = =2.

and nonlinear opti al pro esses in pho-

liquid

rystals.

For example, we mention the

experimentally observed ee ts of the enhan ement of
nonlinear opti al se ond harmoni

generation [25℄ and

lowering of the lasing threshold [26℄ in photoni
uid

liq-

rystals, along with the theoreti ally predi ted en-

han ement of Cherenkov radiation (Se . 4 in [20℄ and
Ch. 5 in [21℄).

approa h helped reveal the anomalously

strong absorption ee t at the DM frequen y. The

In parti ular,

edge modes) reveal themselves in an enhan ement of

and would

oe ient

j'j  2.

We also note that the lo alized DMs (as well as the

sumed to be less than the a tual CLC layer thi kness,
orrespond to the transmission

ondition

the DM frequen y for a phase jump defe t is lo ated at

orrespond to a real situation for very

thi k CLC layers if the CLC layer thi kness

L

15

To

on lude, we state that the results obtained

here for the DMs (see also [27℄) and in Refs. [

22; 24℄

responding observation would be mu h more di ult

for the edge modes

to do in a purely numeri al approa h.

and entirely agree with the previous numeri al re-

The defe t type
layer.

onsidered above is a homogenous

The developed approa h is also appli able to

a defe t of the phase jump type [

2; 3; 15; 16℄, and the

orresponding results are pra ti ally the same as above.
Namely, the equation related to the

the

2' instead of 2d
exp(2id), where ' is the spiral phase

above by substituting the quantity
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